
“The thing I like the most about dealing with White Shark Media is the accountability. Every single month, they send 

me updated reports and you are on the phone with the person that is actually doing the work.  In the last 24 months 

and since starting our work with White Shark Media, we have literally doubled our sales in this channel.”

Nikitas Tsoukalis

CEO AND  FOUNDER | KEY CREDIT REPAIR

About Key Credit Repair

Located in Boston, Key Credit Repair helps their clients improve poor 

credit scores by removing negative items which impact their FICO 

score. They serve clients nationwide and work with all three major 

credit agencies – Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion.

Campaign Goals

 Achieve a company CPA under $200

 Increase the number of leads

 Reduce PPC Campaign CPA under $35

 Increase Campaign Growth (Ad Spend)

Our Solution

1) Launch Campaigns by States

Because credit scores vary greatly across states, 

we launched campaigns by states  and developed 

different bidding strategies.

The response outperformed our expectations:

The Challenges

Before working with White Shark Media, Key Credit 

Repair was not using any online marketing strategy. 

They wanted to extend their client base and better 

connect with their target market, and they needed 

quick results, a difficult feat when testing new 

strategies and acquiring new data takes time. 

So, it was imperative that White Shark Media deliver 

solutions that worked the first time and secured 

positive results – fast.

.comKeyCreditRepair
O P E N I N G  D O O R S  A G A I N

Fewer Conversions Higher Conversions
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3) Launch of Spanish Campaigns

We decided to implement Spanish Campaigns, acquiring a 880% lead growth in 5 months. We followed the major 

solutions we had for the English Campaigns like segmenting campaigns by states, using Remarketing, Search and 

Display Campaigns in Spanish.   

OUR SOLUTION

2) Launch of Remarketing Campaigns

We launched Remarketing Campaigns in certain states to target those users more effectively. 

Converters:

New Visitor Returning Visitor

Before  Remarketing:

16.1%

83.9%

27.2%

72.8%

Converters:

New Visitor Returning Visitor

After Remarketing:
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OUR SOLUTION

4) Bing Ads Expansion and New Call Tracking Software

We launched campaigns in Bing Ads, targeting all users using a similar strategy to 

that of Google AdWords. We installed Call Tracking Metrics, allowing us to import 

calls into Bing Ads.

The Results

80% of new campaigns and strategies launched were successful on the first try. 

The account grew considerably; it went from spending $12,000 to reaching an 

outstanding $150,000 in ad spend with a company CPA of $98. 

Leads increased 
significantly by

242.56% 
in the last year

Calls increased by

208.10% 
in five months

AdWords CPA 
decreased by

49% 
in the last year

Other results
include:

Conclusion

The client was extremely happy, especially considering that CPA was well 

under its initial goal of $200. They were pleased with a drastic increase in 

calls and the benefits of a high return on their investment in ad campaigns.

Advertising Data

Visitor Detail user/visitory activity for this caller 

Campaign

Ad Group

Keyword

Ad Content

Source

Medium

Credito - Arreglar

arregla tu credito

Arregla tu Crédito

bing

cpc

Score Call

Converted

Cookies 1

Safari Mobile
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